Reporting

Gain Critical Insights with
Democratized Data and Reporting
Teampay’s patented distributed spend management platform
provides real-time insights into spend, with robust reporting
capabilities including visibility into forward liabilities (committed
spend) and budget tracking. Managers and employees are
empowered with democratized access to their own spend
data, eliminating the need to rely on Finance for actuals.
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Teampay is the first distributed spend management software built for modern, technologyenabled businesses. Our platform gives finance teams control and visibility, while
empowering employees.

Make better, faster decisions with
actionable insights
Teampay’s reporting provides real-time visibility into spend, with the
ability to filter and drill down across multiple dimensions for any given
time frame. Finance and managers can access the insights they need to
identify spend patterns and trends, without having to manipulate data
in Excel. And, employees love it because they have the power of pivot
tables directly in Teampay. Because Teampay gives visibility into spend
as it’s occurring, instead of after-the-fact, Finance can prevent common
problems like duplicate subscriptions.

Gain visibility into what’s been committed
Teampay provides full transparency into future spend with purchases
that have been approved but not yet paid. This includes purchase
orders, upcoming subscription renewals, and card purchases that have
been approved. Finance can compare actual spend against open
commitments and spot trends to help with budgeting or forecasting.

Track spend against budgets
Teampay’s budgeting tool allows you to better track and understand
spending across the organization. Budget managers gain full visibility
into what’s been spent and committed for every budget set. Budgets
can be created for any parameter(s) including departments, specific
vendors, categories, and more. And, because employees can see how
their purchase requests affect applicable budgets, everyone is enabled
to make smarter spending decisions.
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